Notification on Emergency Response Unit (ERU) (51)

There are rumours online that graduate students will hold an assembly at Wong's International Terrace this Saturday (23 November). We must strictly point out that:

1. Due to serious vandalism and arson, a large number of rehabilitation projects in various parts of the CityU campus are still in progress. The area is full of hazards and is not safe. Any applications for holding events on campus will not be accepted.

2. For safety reasons, the University has comprehensively enhanced property management measures and increased the number of personnel for maintaining campus safety. Except for staff and authorised persons providing emergency services, no other persons may enter the campus.

3. The University understands that the Congregation Ceremony is of great significance to graduates. We are making every effort to rehabilitate the campus. Taking account of practical and safety conditions, our Colleges/Schools will consider the possibility of rearranging the Ceremony for graduates.
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